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ABsrnAcr

The crystal structure of zinc-rich staurohre.,Tn ^fer.orMg,.r7Mn6.p1Ni6.e1Tie.eeli6.srCr6.02 All6.80Si?.8O45(OIIlls, a7.877(3),
b 16.609(5), c 5.665(1) A, p 90.68(2)', V 741.0 L3, Z = l, ftom the Nevade-Fil6bride complex, Lubrin, Almeria province,
Spain, has been refined to an R index of 2.0Vo based on 986 observed reflections collected with MoKa X-radiation. This
crystal is poor in A1, as reflected in the high Si content and the large amount of [6]-coordinated Mg. The p value is the largest
yet measured for staurolite, and is slightly larger than the maximum B-angle predicted for staurolite (Ilawthome et al. 1993b).
Site-scattering refinement shows Orat the M(3) cations are highly, but not completely, ordered: QuatF 6yrzet- Xy66/(Xagl
+ Xu<ta)] is equal to 0.89, rather than to the value of 1.0 expected for the p angle of this crystal. However, the refined
M(3A) and M(38) site-scattering values are compatible with complete order of Al at M(3A) but disorder of Mg over M(34)
and M(38). The results of this work quantitatively support the order-disorder model for staurolite proposed by Hawthorne et aL
(1993b), but suggest that the quantitative details can be affected by the presence of l6]-coordinated Mg because it behaves
differently from l6]-coordinated Al

Keywords: staurolite, crystal structure, chemical analysis, cation order.

Somraarns

La structure cristalline d'un 6chantillon de staurolite zincifdre, de ^composition Zn2.a6Fe1.a1Mqr.zzMno.or
N i0 .01T i0 .0 l - i0 .0 rc ro .o rA116.36s i7 .esoadorD3,a7.877(3) ,b16.609(5) ,c5 .665( l )A ,pSO.oa(z) "v lq l .oh3,z= l ,
provenant du complexe de Nevado-Fildbride, d Lubrin, dans la province d'Almeria en Espagne, a 6t€ affin6e jusqu'd un rdsidu
R de 2.0V0 en utilisant 986 rdflexions observ6es avec rayonnement MoKcr. Ce cristal a une faible teneur en A1, comme le
tdmoigne la teneur 6lev6e en Si et en t6lMg. L'angle B est le plus grand qui soit connu pour la staurolite, et d6passe m0me la
valeur maximum p6dit€ (Hawthome et al. 1993b). L'affinement du pouvoir de dispersion montre que les cations au site M(3)
sontfortementordonn6s,maisnelesontpascomplbtement; Qu,l=(XM6A\-XMeB)l(XMeil+XMeB))lest6gald0.89,plut6t
qu'i la valeur atlendue selon l'angle B de ce cristal, 1.0. Toutefois, Ies valeurs aff,rn6es de la dispersion aux sites M(3A) et M(38)
sont compatibles avec une mise en ordre complbte de Al au sitg M(3A), et un d6sordre complet des atomes Mg sur les sites
M(3A) et M(38). Nos r6sultats concordent avec le modble ordre-ddsordre propos6 par Hawtlorne et al. (I993b), nais ils
semblent indiquer que la pr6sence de t6lMg peut en affecter les d6tails quantitatifs, r,u son comportement distinct de celui
de t61Al.

(fraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-clds: staurolite, structure cristalline, analyse chimique, degr6 d'ordre des cations.

INrnotucrroN

It is now well established that staurolite is mono-
slinis n1 room temperature and pressure (Ilwst et al.
1956, Smith 1968, Tagai & Joswig 1985, Bringhurst &

* Now condernned to the Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Manitoba Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2.
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Griffen 1986, Sdhl et al. 1988, Alexander 1989,
Hawthome et al. 1993a, b). Hawthome et al. (I993a)
refined the crystal structure of forty-two crystals of
staurolite with B angles in the range 90.0G-90.45", and
Hawthorne et aL (1993b) showed that all displace-
ments of atomic positions [except the.r coordinate of
ttre O(4) atoml from the ideal values for orthorhombic
Ccmtn symmety are continuous linear functions of the
p angle. In addition, the degrees of Al-! (vacancy),
(Fe,Mg)-n and (Fe,Zn...)-n order over the
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Frc. 1. a. Polyhedral represen-
tation of the oxide-
hydroxide layer in
staurolite. The M(3A) and
M(38) octahedra are
regularly dot-shade4 the
M(4A) and M(48) octa-
hedra are irregularly
dot-shaded, and the (2)
tetrahedron is shaded with
crosses. Octahedra adja-
cent along [001] share
edges, and (2) tefahedra
share faces with M(4A)
and M(48) octahedra.
b. The crystal structure of
staurolite, showing the
kyanite-like part of
the sffucture viewed l5o
away in the (001) plane
from [010]. T\e M(IA)
and M(IB) octahedra are
regularly dot-shaded, the
M(2) octahedron is irregu-
larly dot-shaded and the
f(l) tetrahedron is shaded
with crosses.
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M(3A)-M(38), M(4A)-M(48) and T(2) subsites
(Fig. 1), respectively, are linear functions of the p
angle. Staurolite is an order-disorder series (Smith
1968, Dollase & Hollister 1969) between a completely
disordered orthorhombic end-mernber fCcmm,0 = 90o,
M(3A) = M(38) = 0.5,4'1 + 0.5tr1 and an ordered
monoclinic end-member [C2lm, B = 90.64o, M(3A) =
N, M(38) = nl (Hawthome et al. 1993b). Here, we
report the characterization of a sample of highly
ordered monoclinic staurolite, and show that it has a
pat0ern of order and p angle close to the values
predicted by Hawthorne et al. (L993b).

E:eBnnanvrel

The staurolite sample examined here (number
524-36) is from a metapelite of the Nevado-Fil6bride
complexo Lubrin, Almeria province, Spain (Soto &
Muioz 1993, Soto & Azaff6n 1993, L994). A crystal
[5(56)] was selected for crystallographic measurement
and collection of intensity data on the basis of optical
quality, lack of inclusions, and equant shape. The
crystal was mounted on a Philips PW 1100 automated
four-circle diffractometer equipped with MoKa
X-radiation. Unit-cell dimensions (Table 1) and
intensity data were measured according to tle
procedure of Hawthorne et aI. (1993a). Da-ta reduction
and refinement (Hawthome et al. 1993a) converged to
an R index of 2.lvo forreflections with /> 5o/. Atomic
coordinates are listed in Table 2, refined site-scattering
values are listed in Table 3, and selected interatomic
distances are listed in Table 4. Structure factors and
anisouopic-displacement parameters may be obtained
from the Depository of Unpublished Data National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
KIA 0s2.

The crystal used in the collection of the intensity
data was subsequently mounted in epoxy, ground and
polished, carbon-coated, and analyzed with a Cameca
SX-50 electron microprobe according to the procedure
of Hawthorne et al. (1993a) and a Cameca IMS 4F ion
microprobe according to the method of. Otrolini et al.
(1993). For the determination of Li, we used staurolite

TABLE 1. CELL DIMENSIONS AND STRUCTURE-REFINEMENT
INFORMATION FOR STAUROLITE CRYSTAL S(56)

TABLE 2. FINAL ATOMIC PARAMETEFS' FOR zn-
RICH STAUROLITE CRYSTAL 5(56}

x y z BqlA2l

o(14) 0.23322
o(18) 0.23457
otzAl 0.25648
ot2Bt 0.26231
o(3) 0.00126
o(4) 4.02272
o(5) 0.62685
nl  )  0.13379
\2t 0.38950
Ml lAt  ln
MtlBt 112
Mt2't 0.26252
MlsAl O
MtsB) 0
Mt4At 112

o 0.96742 0.57
o 0.62372 0.52

0.16152 0.01621 0.41
0.'t 6101 0.4t1307 0.47
0.08935 0.23690 0.47
0.24946 0.24778 0.49
0.09893 0.24905 0.43
0.16615 0.24544 0.30

o o.237SO 0.64
0.17458 0 0.21
0.17502 112 0.30
0.41040 0.25527 0.38

0 0 0.42
o  112  1 .69
0 0 0.87

' standard dsviations ar€ <5 in tho lsst docimal place

TABLE 3. REFINED SITE-SCATTERING POWERS' (opfu)

lN zn-RICH STAUROLTTE CRYSTAL 5(56)

N..  5(56) Nr " s(56)

M(A'' 4
Ml1s, 4
Ml2t I 104.5
Tt2t 4 106.6

50.7
51.3

M(3A''
M(3BI
M{4AI
M@A

24.5

1 . 4

2

2
z

' esds aro O.1-0.4 opfu;
rr N is tha numbor of sites coresponding to ths struduml
formula

IABLE 4. SELECTED INTERATOMIC DISTANCES
(A) lN Zn-RtCH STAUROUTE CRYSTAL 3(56)

a (A)

b

F ( ')

y (A3)

7.877(31

16.609(5)

5 .665(1)

90.68(2)

741.',|

B(sym) 3.1

/V(all)' 1577

Mobs)' 985

F(obs) 1.9 o/o

B{aff} 4,2 o/o

n1',-ot2A, 1.634
n1t-oza 1.631

n1)-o(3) 1.649
7(1)-O(41 1.637
<7(1)-O> 1.638

MllAt-OlzAl 1.933
MllAl-ol4t 1.894
MtlAt-OlFl 1.899
<Ml l ) -o> 1.909

M(2t-Ol1Al 1.915
Ml2)-OllBt 1.945
Mt2l-ol2Al 1.947
M{2\-OQA 1.903
M{2r-Ol3l 1.881
M(21-Ol$ 1.866
<M(21-O> 1.910

M(4,/]4(1Al 2.112
Ml4At-O$l 2.174
<M@AI-O> 2.164

7.'2)-Ol1Al 1.996

n2t-ol1st 2.0.23

n2)-O(5) 1.968 x 2

<T(21-O> 1.989

MIIRJ-OQBI 1.966 x2

M('lg)-Ol4l 1.911 x2

M1A-O(5)  1 .916 x2

<Ml1Rt-O> 1.931

Ml3Al-Ol1Al 1'856 x2

MtgAl-O|3l. 2.oo1 x 4

<Ml3Al-O> 1.952

M(3Bl-Ol1s', 1.882 x2

M$A-O|3I 2.103 x4

<MBA4> 2.030

r n, = numbar of rofloctions
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sio,
Azo"
Io.
CrrO"
FeO
MnO
7iO
Nio
Mgo
U"o
Sum

27,34
48.85

o,41
0.08
5,77
0.04

' 1 1 . 1 5

0.03

o.o1
96.64

16.795
0.018
0.090
1..log

2.403
o.007
1.271
o.o12

TABLE 5. CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS AND UNIT
FORMUTA' OF Zn-RICH STAUROLITE CRYSTAL 5(56)

method for the derivation of populations of these
species. Instead, we must use mean bond-length
considerations; this method can be both precise and
accurate if consideration is given to inductive effects
for the particular structure-type under examination.

T\e <M(1.A)4> artd <M(LB)-O> distances are
significantly different in 5(56) (Table 4). However,
Hawthorne et al. (1993a) showed that the dffirence
between the <M(lA)4> and <M(18)-O> distances is
a function of the B angle, and that the grand <M(l)-O>
distance is affected by the Mg content of these two
sites. The <M(lA)4> and <M(18)-O> distances for
Zn-bearing staurolite [sample ll7l89 of Holdaway
et al. 1986b, crystals S(11)-5(14) of.Hawthome et al.
l993al diverge from nearly the same value at
F = 90.03' to 0.014 A apart at B = 99.45' (Fig. 2). If
we extrapolate these c-urves to B = 99.63', we obtain a
difference of 0.021 4 @rg. 2), almost equal to the
difference of 0.022 A observed for 5(56). Thus the
relative behavior of the M(IA) nd M(LB) sites in 5(56)
is compatible with the model of Hawthorne et al.
(1993a), and we can assign Mg to the aggregate
M(1) site. Examination of the relationship befween
<M(l)-O> and total Mg content of the crystal
(Hawthome et al. L993a, Fig. 7) shows that
crystal 5(56) departs sigrdficantly from the general
trend for staurolite. The <M(l)-O> distance is
considerably larger (1.920 A) than tlat expected for an
Mg content of L.27 apfu (1,.915 A), suggesting that
crystal 5(56) has more Mg at the M(1) sites than the
general relation indicates.

The same situation occurs for the M(2) afi M(3)
sites. The reason for this is immediately apparent
from Table 5. Crystal 5(56) has a far lower Al-content
than any of the staurolite crystals examined by
Hawthorne et al. (1993a), and hence requires far
more [6]-coordinated Mg to complete the occupancy
requirements of the M sites. The problem of assigning
Mg to the M(l), M(2) and M(3) sites was resolved as
follows. The total occupancy for these sites is 18.00
apfu,reqwrtng 1.09 Mg apfutobe in [6]-coordination.
Assume that this Mg is partitioned among the M(L),
M(2) and M(3) sites in the same fashion as for
staurolite crystals S(1)-S(40); i.e., in the proportion
23:6:L0. This assignment should be reflected in the
mean bond-lengtls, as is the case, For example,
Figure 3 shows the variation in grand <M(L)4>
bondJength for staurolite crystals S(1-3), 5(11-14),
5(4-6) and 5(56). There is a linear increase in mean
bond-length with increasing assigzedMg content at the
M(l) site, which supports the assignment procedure
used here. Note also that the site population and refined
site-scattering at the T(2) site (see below) provides
closure to this argument and supports the M site-
population assignments.

There are two possibilities with regard to the relative
ordering of Mg over the M(LA) al;d M(IB) sites: (1)
Mg is disordered over M(IA) and M(LB) for B = !Qo,

si 7.991
Ar 0.009
Sum 8.000

AI

Cr

lt

Mn

Zn

Ni

Mg

U

CATSUM 30,014

H (3.00)

' @lcufsted on tho bads ot 48 anions with OH-3 dDru
(Holdoway at a/. 1986b, Hawthorno otal. 1993a)

ER-70 (Holdaway et al. 1986a, b) with the revised
LirO content of 0.08 wtTo (Holdaway et al. 1991, R.
Hervig, pers. comm., 1993, Ottolini et al. 1993).T\e
results are given in Table 5.

Sng PopulanoNs

The site nomenclature follows that of Hawthorne
et al. (1993a). The polyhedral geometry ofthe strucfiue
is shown in Figure 1.

T(1) site

Staurolite usually has a significant amount (>0.20
apfu, atoms per formula unit) of Al at the Z(l) site.
However, calculation of the unit formula of 5(56)
(Table 5) indicates 7.99 Si apfu and essentially no
[4]-coordinated Al. This is -in agreement with the
<Z(l)-O> distance of 1.638 A (Table 4) according to
the relationship between <Z(l)-O> and t4lAl developed
by Hawthome et al. (l993a,Fig. 6).

The M(1,2,3) sites

The M-site populations were assigned according
to the method described by Hawthome et al. (1993a).
The only significant minorcomponent in 5(56) is Tie,
and this was assigned ro the M(2) site following the
results ofHenderson e/ al. (1993). This leaves Al and
Mg to assign to M(lA), M(LB) and M(2), N, Mg and n
to assign to M(3A) arld M(38), and Fd+ to M(4A)
and M(48). We can assign Fez+ to M(4A) and M(48) on
the basis of the results of the site-scattering refinement
(Table 6). As Al (Z = 13) and Mg (Z = 12) scatter
X-rays in a very similar fashion, site-scattering
refinement is not normallv considered a reliable



1.920

1.915

1.910

o.o o.2 0.4 0.6

Mgat M(l) (aptu)

Frc. 3. Variation in grand <M(1)-O> bondJength for
staurolite crystals S(1-3), 5(11-14), 5(zl-6) (Hawthome
et aI. 1993a) and 5(56) (this study) versusMg assigned
to the M(1) sites.
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and increasing p conelates with increasing Mg-Al
order over M(IA) and M(LB), the difference between
<M(LA)4> and <M(18)-O> here representing the
effect of this ordering; (2) Mg is invari,ably disordered
over M(IA) and M(18), and the difference between
<M(IA)4> and <M(I8)4> represents spontaneous
stain in the structure. We cannot distinguish between
these two possibilities, aqd hence give the site
population in terms of the aggregate M(1) site
Clable 6).

For the M(2) and M(3) [=M(3A) + M(38)] sites, Mg
(6 andl\Vo, respectively) was assigned to epch site as
discussed above. The total scattering at the M(3) sites
(Table 3) indicates exact half-occupancy by Al
(including a small amount of Mg). Hawthorne et al.
(1994) showed that the occupancy of the M(3) sites is
strongly correlated with the H content in staurolite. The
M(3) occupancy for 5(56) is exactly 2.A affi,inaccord'
with a H content of -3 apfu. T\e M(3A) nd M(38)
site-populations can be derived directly from the
refined scattering at these sites, as Al and n dominate
the constituent scattering Clable 6).

o$

Y
to

Y
?

5
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F o *

Frc.2. The variation in <M(lA)-O> and <M(18)-O> for staurolite crystals 5(11-14)
(Ha*ttorne et al. 1993'ii as a function of p angle. The extrapolated difference in
<M(lA)-O> and <M(IB)-O> for F = 90.68' [conesponding to staurolite crystal 5(56)
of this studyl is 0.021 A.

o<

o
I
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+/
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TABLE 6. SITE POPULATIONS IN
STAUROLITE CRYSTAL 3(56)

Sits Specios Population (apfu)

minor amounts of Mn and Li. The resulting site-
population is given in Table 6. First, it should be noted
that the amounts of Fe and Mg assigned to T(2) are
dependent solely on the assignments to the M sites,
together with the unit formula calculated from the
microprobe data. The total cations thus assigned are
3.99 apfu, in good agreement with the ideal value of
4.0 sites pfu. Second, the resultant effective scattering
of 107.3 epfu (electrons per formula unit) (Table 6) is
in close agreement with the refined value of 106.6 epfu
(Table 3).

Ma:mvIUM Mowocttvtc Steunolrrs

Hafihome et al. (L993b) interpreted the patterns of
order in the staurolite structure in terms of an
order-disorder series between disordered ortho-
rhombic Ccmm stautohte and ordered meaeelinis
C2lrn staurolite. They predicted that ordered mono-
clinic staurolite should have a B angle of 90.64', and
that the M(3) cations should be completely ordered
arthe M(34) site. Figure 4 shows the variation in Qazrgr
[= (Xu<zet - XMeD)l(XMeil * Xueb), where X
represents the relevant site-occupanciesl as a function
of p angle in staurolite crystals 5(1-45). It is apparent
that crystal 5(56) is the most ordered staurolite crystal
yet refined (Qurzt = 0.89), and the p angle slightly
exceeds the maximum possible B angle predicted by

Ml l l

MQI

Mtsl

Ml4l

T(11

n2)

Sum

tl2)A@

n2le6t

AI
Mg

AI
Mg
Ti +Cr

7 .31
0.69

7.75
o.14

0 . 1 1

1.74
0.26
2.OO

0.05
3.95

7.99

0.01

1 . 3 6
2.40
o.22
o.o1

_:_
3.e9_

107.3

106.6

AI

Mg

n

Fe'
u

5l

AI

Fei

Zn
Mg

Li

AI

T12',,

n2ro = site-scattering value of the f(2)
cations; occ:as assigned; rol=from
site-scattering ref inement.
Fet =Fe2+ + Mn + Cr+Ti+ Fe3+

9e)
905

The M(4) sites

T\e M(4) sites are normally occupied by Fe2*
(Smith 1968, Hawthorne et al. 1,993a), and the
variation in M(4) occupancy is strongly conelated
with the H content of the crystal. The total scat0ering at
M(4) (Table 3) indicates very low occupancy of these
sites: 0.05 apfu. T\is, in turn, indicates that the H
content of this crystal is -3.0 apfu, and is the basis for
use of this value in the calculation of the unit formuia
(Table 5).

The T(2) site

!rc T(2) site in staurolite is usually occupied by
Fe2+,Zn,Mg, Lr, n and, in some cases, Al. Foi crystal
5(56), all Zn, Fe and Mg (except that already assigned
to other sites) was assigned to T(2), together with

90.0

o.o 0.s aM(s) .to

Frc. 4. Variation in Q,rztrt 6 a function of B angle in stauolite
crystals 5(1-45) (Hawthome et al. 1993u 1994) and
5(56) (this study); 5(56) is denoted by the star. Strndard
deviations are less than the size of the svmbols.

90.4

902

o
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& -Hawthome et al. (1993b). The results for crystal 5(56)
support the general idea that staurolite is an order-
disorder series involving Qnz.r as the primary
order-parameter. However, the details of crystal 5(56)
are not quite in accord with the predicted values. This
lack of agreement provides us with another usefirl
piece ofinformation in the staurolite puzzle. The large
value of the p angle originally suggested to us that the
M(3) cations might be completely ordered at the M(3A)
site. This is not the case (Iable 3); Q,,al is actually
equal to 0.89, significantly less than the ideat value of
1.0 for a completely ordered end-member. Crystal
5(56) is very unusual from a compositional viewpoint.
It has a very low A1 content and an unusually high
amount of Mg ar the M(l), M(2) nd M(3) sites. If the
N at M(3) were completely ordered at M(3A) al;d
the Mg at M(3) were completely disordered over the
M(34) and M(38) sites, the site-scattering values
would be as follows: M(3A) =24.2, M(38) = 1.6 epfu,
in very close agreement with the refined values. Of
course, this argument does not prove thatMg at M(3) is
disordered. However, the slose agreement between the
observed and calculated values, together with the large
value of the B angle, does suggest that the model of
Hawthorne et al. (1993b) is quantitatively conect but
may be perturbed by the presence of [6]-coordinated
Mg that remains disordered over the M(3A) and M(38)
sites in the structure, irrespective of the degree of
corresponding Al order.
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